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ANSWER KEY
I

COMPREHENSION

(08 marks)

A123-

MATCHING (02 marks)
The unreliable power supply
RADDHO, accused police of beating a young man to death during the protest.
power cuts were mainly due to the poor quality of fuel imported to run power plants … he also
admitted “cash flow problems” in the company.
4- The best way to defuse this social time bomb is to repair ailing energy facilities which have been
damaged by the poor quality fuel.
B5678-

REFERENCING (02 marks)
The interior ministry
Senelec
The National Assembly
Youssoupha Sarr and his organization/Senegalese consumers

C- COMPREHENSION CHECK (01 mark)
9- “… an angry crowd took to the streets, burning tyres and barricading streets in clashes with
police”.
10- “… a group of tailors has called on other artisans to stop paying their accounts at Senelec…”
D- TRUE / FALSE (03 marks)
11- FALSE: “….. a generator is a luxury for many who./ When the power goes, can do nothing but
wait…”
12- FALSE: “……to stop paying electricity bills, often exorbitant despite the unreliable power
supply”.
13- FALSE: “……Seydina Kane said power cuts were mainly due to the poor quality of fuel imported
to run the power plants.”
II- COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE

(06marks)

E14151617-

DIALOGUE COMPLETION
(03 marks)
Why were they arrested?
How often is power cut?
How long do they / does it last? (Grammatically correct and coherent answers are accepted)
I hope.

F18192021-

LINK WORDS
(02 marks)
They won’t pay electricity bills unless the government reduces prices.
The power cuts haven’t stopped in spite of the demonstrations in the streets.
There are many electricity cuts; that is why the tailors cannot finish their job on time.
Electricity bills are expensive even though power supply is not regular.

G- Completion 22
(01 mark)
Answers must be coherent and grammatically correct
III- WRITING
(06 marks)
Please focus on content, coherence and accuracy. (Letter format for Topic 2)

